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Abstract. Different types of cross-scale analytics have been applied to spa-
tial enrichment and aggregation of trajectories using geographical context 
sources as both subjects can present different spatial patterns at different 
scales. This paper clarifies the taxonomy of different types of “cross scale”. 
A conceptual framework is then proposed on summarizing the key compo-
nents for spatial enrichment of trajectories supporting different cross-scale 
types. Following a workflow guided by the proposed framework, POIs are 
used for enrichment of GPS waypoints, in a proof-of-concept case study. 
The preservation of pairwise trajectory similarity between the raw trajecto-
ry and the enriched trajectories is investigated. Empirical results show a 
good preservation while the time on computing the distance/similarity ma-
trix is significantly reduced. This shows the potential for applications rely-
ing on an efficient trajectory clustering strategy. 
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1. Introduction 
Spatial enrichment integrates geographical context and spatial semantics 
into trajectory modeling, which can simplify querying, analyzing, and min-
ing trajectories. Roads, points of interest (POIs), and places extracted from 
the raw trajectories are common geographical context resources for trajec-
tory enrichment. However, geographical context commonly involves the 
issue of scale (Goodchild, 2011), that is, the same geographical features may 
present different patterns while being aggregated at different granularities, 
leading to one type of modifiable areal unit problems (MAUP, Openshaw, 
1977). As the term scale refers to different definitions, cross-scale modeling 
and analysis essentially also refers to different scenarios. 

The question thus is how the spatial enrichment and aggregation at differ-
ent scales can benefit trajectory modeling and analysis. For example, if the 
enrichment by an external geographical context, such as POIs, at a coarse 
scale can achieve a similar result as another external geographical context 
at a fine scale, the former resource may be selected because it may take less 
computing resource and time. 

However, existing frameworks for spatial enrichment of trajectories, such 
as Yan et al., (2011) and Soares et al. (2019), do not address integrating 
cross-scale analytics, even though they have otherwise developed a com-
prehensive understanding of data sources, models, and applications.    

This paper starts by clarifying different scenarios of general cross-scale 
modeling based on one common definition of scale. Two main research ob-
jectives are conduced:  

• A conceptual framework is proposed for fitting the cross-scale mod-
eling scenarios into spatial enrichment of trajectory analysis.  

• Using the framework, a proof-of-concept case study empirically 
shows that the cross-scale approach can benefit trajectory similarity 
computing by saving computing time.   

2. A Theory of Cross-scale Analysis 

2.1. Scale as Spatial Granularity 
Based on the taxonomy by Atkinson & Tate (2000), this paper uses the def-
inition of scale as the spatial extent rather than the amount of detail. The 
term further narrows to the aspect of spatial granularity, rather than the 
scales of spatial variance. 
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2.2. Three Scenarios of Cross-scale 
The granularity of spatial subdivision units for spatial analysis can be fur-
ther categorized into fixed granularity and variable granularity. Subdivi-
sion units with fixed granularity have the same or similar shape and areal 
size, such as grid tessellations, image pixels, etc. Subdivision units with var-
iable granularity have significantly different areal size from each other. Ex-
amples of variable-granularly units are subdivision units by fractal geome-
try (Jiang & Brandt, 2016) and urban-countryside subdivisions.      

The term “cross-scale analysis” usually refers to comparing results aggre-
gated at different scales. Regarding the context of two types of granularity, 
we conceptualize cross-scale analysis as three types of comparisons: fixed-
granularity multi-pass subdivisions, variable-granularity single-pass 
subdivisions, and variable-granularity multi-pass subdivisions. 

Fixed-granularity multi-pass-subdivision modeling as cross-scale analysis 
(Scenario a, Figure 1) uses different fixed-granularity subdivision units in 
different modeling processes and compares the results, such as empirical 
studies by Lloyd (2014). Variable-granularity single-pass-subdivision mod-
eling as cross-scale analysis compares results from groups with significantly 
different geographic areas within the same subdivision. For example, statis-
tical comparisons between cities and rural areas can be categorized as one 
type of this cross-scale analysis. Variable-granularity multi-pass-
subdivision modeling compares results from different passes of variable-
granularity single-pass-subdivision modeling by aggregating subdivision 
units (Scenario b, Figure 1), such the modeling by Soleymani et al. (2014).  

This paper conducts cross-scale analytics in trajectory modeling applying 
the variable-granularity multi-pass-subdivision scenario. 

 
Figure 1. Theoretical models of the existing cross-scale analysis. 
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3. Methodology 

3.1. Variable-granularity Cross-scale Subdivision for Trajectory Mod-
eling 

A GPS trajectory can be simplified by aggregating raw waypoints into less 
representative waypoints after being enriched by places, such as POIs or 
land use parcels. However, not all POIs or land uses are equally important 
for trajectory modeling. For example, to model the movement of a truck, 
small grids can be used for aggregating waypoints within the city centers 
while larger grids are used for modeling suburban and countryside area.  

3.2. Conceptual Framework Overview 
We conceptualize cross-scale enrichment as a key processing component 
for trajectory applications:  A subdivision model is extracted from the geo-
graphical context and is applied to enrich a trajectory; Waypoints of a tra-
jectory are then enriched by the subdivision units (Figure 2). The enriched 
waypoints can be aggregated into fewer, representative waypoints based on 
the enriched spatial proximity or semantic proximity for further applica-
tions, such as trajectory clustering. 

 
Figure 2. A framework for cross-scale-based spatial enrichment on trajectory 

The quadtree scheme is selected for modeling variable-granularity subdivi-
sion from a geographical context. Commonly used for spatial indexing, a 
quadtree splits space into hierarchical, mutually exclusive grid meshes 
(quadnodes) at different levels. Areas with more data are split into smaller 
quadnodes. An existing quadtree can easily support multi-pass cross-scale 
analysis, by controlling the threshold of data records for splitting quad-
nodes into smaller quadnodes. 
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4. Preliminary Results for Evaluation 
As a proof of concept, a pilot empirical study was conducted to illustrate the 
feasibility of the proposed framework, as well as to explore the tradeoff by 
using POIs as the geographical context to enrich and aggregate waypoints 
with the variable-granularity multi-pass cross-scale analysis and investigate 
if the pairwise similarity between trajectories can still be preserved, towards 
its further application to cluster big trajectory data sets in an efficient way. 

500 sample truck trajectories from a Greece-based fleet management com-
pany were randomly selected. The mean trip length regarding the number 
of waypoints is 263 (SD = 215, MIN = 51, MAX = 1889) and the median 
time interval of two waypoints is 20 seconds. 4,641,857 OpenStreeMap 
POIs over Europe were collected, regarding the potential to extend the 
study for the whole truck trajectory database. Longest Common Substring 
(LCSS) and Dynamic Time Warping (DTW) are used as the trajectory simi-
larity metrics. The mean center is used as the location of points with the 
same spatial proximity after enrichment. 

Three thresholds were used in quadtree building: 1, 5, and 10 POIs per 
quadnode. As the benchmark, the cost for calculating 124,750 pairs of LCSS 
and DTW for the 500 raw trajectories was 7,748.0 seconds and 7,076.0 sec-
onds, respectively. While the pairwise distance is well preserved, the com-
puting time is significantly reduced (Table 1).  

 LCSS DTW 

Quadtree 
splitting 

threshold 
Pearson’s r 

Spearman’s 
rho 

Time 
(sec.) 

Pearson’s 
r 

Spearman’s 
rho 

Time 
(sec.) 

1 0.65  0.93 878.0 0.82  0.80 1,581.0 

5 0.60  0.87  58.9 0.77  0.77 254.0 

10 0.56  0.85  28.8 0.79  0.81  157.0 

Table 1. Correlations between the pairwise LCSS and DTW of the simplified trajectories and 
the raw trajectories, respectively. All correlations have a 0.00 p-values significance.  

To conclude, our cross-scale waypoint enrichment and aggregation frame-
work enables to speed up related trajectory similarity computing and thus 
benefit trajectory clustering computing.  
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